SYS-STEM ArdLAB Setup
1 Raspberry PI Setup
To setup the Raspberry PI you should follow these steps:
➢ Download the Raspberry PI OS from
➢ Burn the Raspberry PI OS image to an microSD card
➢ Setup the Raspberry PI OS connection and security settings

1.1 Install Raspberry Pi OS
Download the Raspberry PI Imager for your computer Operating System, from the Raspberry
website (link). Install the Raspberry PI Imager and perform the following steps.

1.1.1 Copy the Raspberry Pi OS to the microSD Card
Select “CHOOSE OS”

Select “Raspberry Pi OS (Other)”

Select “Raspberry Pi OS Lite (32-bit)”
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Select “Choose SD Card”

Select “The SD card to use…”

Finally, copy the image to the microSD card pressing “Write”

1.1.2 Enable SSH before first boot
To enable remote secure connection (SSH) to the Raspberry Pi before the first boot, an empty
file named SSH should be created in the microSD card boot partition.
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1.2 First boot and basic configuration
Mount the microSD card on your computer and create the file (on windows be very careful,
because most editors always add an extension, and the windows default behavior, is to hide
known extensions)

1.2.1 Install the microSD Card on the Raspberry Pi, and do the first Run
To prevent the need to connect a monitor and keyboard to the Raspberry Pi, a network cable
should be connected to the Raspberry Pi. After the Raspberry Pi boot, you should be able to
connect using SSH.

1.2.2 Connect to the Raspberry Pi
➢ To connect to the Raspberry Pi:
ssh pi@raspberrypi

➢ When asked for the authenticity of the server, answer “yes” and login with the default
password “raspberry”.

➢ If you cannot connect, you will need to add a monitor to the Raspberry PI, identify the
IP presented in the console and use it instead of raspberrypi, ex:
ssh pi@192.168.1.69
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➢ After logging in, you should change the PI password for a more secured one. Use the
command:
passwd

➢ Run the network information program:
ifconfig

Annotate the eth0 interface IP address

➢ Next you can setup some of the default configurations on the Raspberry Pi. You should
use the command:
sudo raspi-config

The sudo command allows running the raspi-config with root (administrator)
permissions.
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➢ The raspberry configuration program is opened

➢ You should configure the following options:
1. System Options
S4 Hostname – You should change the raspberry hostname, ex.: ArdLAB-1
If the Raspberry IP is public, this name should be registered in the DNS server. If the
Raspberry IP is private, the IP should be static and a port forwarding rule should be
setup in the NAT server for the Raspberry PI port 7575.
S1 Wireless LAN, not recommended – You can configure the Raspberry Pi WiFi
connection (you should connect with an ethernet cable)
3. Interface Options
P1 Camera – If you are using the Raspberry PI as the ArdLAB camera, you should
enable it here
5. Localization Options
L2 Timezone – Configure the Timezone for your server, ex. Europe/Lisbon,
Europe/Madrid, Europe/Athens, Europe/Zagreb, etc.
After exiting the raspi-config, the Raspberry Pi may ask to reboot.

1.3 Update the Raspberry Pi OS
Next you should update the Raspberry Pi OS using the following commands in sequence (the
apt-get command can also be used for updating/upgrading):
sudo apt update
sudo apt upgrade
sudo reboot
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These commands: update the packages information, downloading from the configured
internet sources; upgrade the outdated the packages currently installed; and finally reboot
the Raspberry Pi

Install vim editor, for improved vi editor
sudo apt install vim

To edit files in the terminal, you can use vi or nano. For users not familiarized with vi, the
nano editor is the best option. After editing a file, press ctrl+X to exit, and choose the
appropriate answer to save the modifications.
nano file.txt

2 ArdLAB Setup
To setup the ArdLAB you should follow these steps
➢ Install the Docker daemon in the Raspberry PI
➢ Clone the ArdLAB repository
➢ Setup and install the ArdLAB Docker Container(s)
➢ Create the ArdLAB configuration file
➢ Connect the Arduino UNO to the Raspberry PI
➢ Test the Setup

2.1 Install docker in the Raspberry Pi
Docker is a set of platform as a service products that use OS-level virtualization to deliver
software in packages called containers. Containers are isolated from one another and bundle
their own software, libraries and configuration files; they can communicate with each other
through well-defined channels. Because all of the containers share the services of a single
operating system kernel, they use fewer resources than virtual machines.
These steps must be followed to install dockers in the Raspberry PI (based on instructions
available in this link)
➢ Install the prerequisites
sudo apt install apt-transport-https ca-certificates softwareproperties-common -y
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➢ Restart the Raspberry Pi
sudo reboot

➢ Download the Docker installer and run it
curl -fsSL get.docker.com -o get-docker.sh && sh get-docker.sh

➢ Give the ‘pi’ user the ability to run Docker.
sudo usermod -aG docker pi

➢ Import Docker CPG key
sudo curl -fsSL https://download.docker.com/linux/raspbian/gpg |
sudo apt-key add -

➢ Add the docker repo to the apt sources list
sudo sh -c 'echo "deb https://download.docker.com/linux/raspbian/
buster stable" >> /etc/apt/sources.list'

➢ Update the Raspberry Pi OS and restart
sudo apt update
sudo apt upgrade
sudo reboot

➢ Check if the docker daemon is running (press q to exit listing)
systemctl status docker

After rebooting, the docker service should be running. To manage the docker service you can
use the following systemctl options:
start – Start the service
stop – Stop the service
restart – Restart the service, equivalent to stop + start
reload – Reload the service configuration files
enable – Enable the service (auto-runs on boot)
disable – Disable the service
➢ Check the installed docker info
docker info
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➢ Install the docker compose
sudo apt install docker-compose

2.2 Create and run the first container
➢ To test the Docker installation, create and run a hello-word container
docker run hello-world

If you see the previous message, the container was created and runned. To manage the
containers and images, the following command can be used:
➢ Show container images existing locally
docker image ls

➢ Show docker help page
docker --help

➢ Show docker command help page
docker image --help

➢ Remove local image (use the short hash or name, use docker image ls to display
names/hashs)
Use the TAB key to autocomplete names/commands.
➢ Images used in containers cannot be removed without removing the container.
docker image remove hello-world:latest

➢ An alternative command to remove images is:
docker rmi hello-world:latest

➢ Show running containers
docker ps

➢ Show all containers
docker ps -a

➢ You can now remove the hello-world container, using the name/hash
docker rm happy_rhodes
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➢ Alternative command to remove container using the hash key
docker rm 2cdaa3512ba

The result of some of the previous commands:

2.3 Setup the ArdLAB
➢ Clone the repository inside the pi user home, using the following command:
git clone https://bitbucket.org/pssmatos/ardlab-setup.git

A new folder named ardlab-setup is created with the container configuration file

2.3.1 Setup and install the ArdLAB Docker Container
➢ Change the current directory to ardlab-setup (you can use the TAB key to
autocomplete the directory name)
cd ardlab-setup

➢ List the directory contents:
ls -la

There is only one important file in this repository, the docker-compose definition file
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➢ Start the configuration by running the container to create the configuration file with
the following command:
docker-compose run --rm --entrypoint "python3 constellation.py"
ardlab

The script should run and present some info: the public IP address, the new ArdLAB hash
code, and one message to register this hash in the constellation site (either by adding a
new lab or editing an existing one)

➢ The previous step also created the configuration file, included in the directory config
that can be presented using:
cat config/config.cfg

This configuration file will be edited in a later step, to configure your ArdLAB name, port and
camera.

2.3.2 Connect the Arduino UNO to the Raspberry PI
Now you can connect the Arduino UNO to the raspberry PI using one of the USB ports
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3 Configure dDNS and obtain SSL certificates
To access the ArdLAB with encryption (HTTPS), we need to use a valid SSL certificate, which
depending on the laboratory can be obtained using two distinct options.
If the ArdLAB has a fixed public IP address and an valid DNS name, continue on the section
3.3.
In case your ArdLAB has one of the following restrictions, continue to the respective section:
➢ Fixed IP address, but you cannot assign it a DNS name (section 3.2 and 3.3)
➢ Dynamic public IP address (section 3.2 and 3.3)
➢ Private IP address (sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3)

3.1 Adding port forward rule to your ArdLAB
If your ArdLAB is behind a NAT router, it has a private IP address, and the lab will not be
accessible from the internet. To overcome this problem, you must add a FORWARD PORT
RULE on the NAT server, to redirect incoming traffic to the ArdLAB communication port
(7575).
Ask your network administrator to create such a rule, or if you have access to the NAT server
(or router) configure it yourself. The default ArdLAB port is 7575 (you can use another if the
7575 port is unavailable) and the server IP address will be the ArdLAB private IP.
The following image shows the configuration of such a rule at a router configuration page.

3.2 Adding your Raspberry PI to a DDNS service
If your ArdLAB doesn’t have a fixed IP with a valid DNS name, you will need to create an
account in a DDNS service provider and create a new DNS registry for the ArdLAB.
In this example, we will use the Dynu dDNS service (https://www.dynu.com/).
It is important that the service provider can create “TXT records” using the ACME Shell script:
acme.sh dnsapi (https://github.com/acmesh-official/acme.sh/wiki/dnsapi)
NOTE: If you have a private address or a public IP without DNS name on your ArdLAB, continue
to the next section, otherwise go to section 3.3.
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3.2.1 Create an account on the Dynu dDNS service
➢ Access the https://www.dynu.com/ site:
1 Click the “Create Account” link on top right
2 Fill your data
3 Submit the “Create Account” request
4 Open your email, search for the “Dynu Verification Email” and click the URL
1

2

3
Figure 1 - Create an account on the Dynu dDNS service

3.2.2 Create a DNS registry for your ArdLAB
➢ Login to your account in the https://www.dynu.com/ site:
1 Access The “Control Panel” (gear icon)
2 On the “Control Panel”, select “DDNS Services”
3 On the “Dynamic DNS Service” Page, click on “+Add”
4 Fill your ArdLAB name (host) and choose a “Top Level” domain
5 Click “+ Add”
1
3

2
4
5
Figure 2 - Create a DNS registry for your ArdLAB
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3.2.3 Manage your ArdLAB dDNS registry
➢ The “Manage DNS Service” appears, and you should:
1 Change your IPv4 Address to a “invalid” one, ex: 1.1.1.1
2 Click “Save” to update your IPv4 address
3 Click the “IP Update Password” on the bottom of the page
➢ On the “Manage Credentials” page:
4 Enter your Dynu Password
5 Enter a new IP update Password (this password will be used on the ArdLAB)
6 Click “Save” to update the password
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Figure 3 -Manage your ArdLAB dDNS registry

3.2.4 Configure the ArdLAB to automatically update the Dynu IP address
Now we need to configure the raspberry to publish the ArdLAB public address to the Dynu site
(instructions on https://www.dynu.com/DynamicDNS/IPUpdateClient/RaspberryPi-DynamicDNS).
➢ On the raspberry home directory create a new directory named dynudns and
change to it
cd ~
mkdir dynudns
cd dynudns

➢ Create a new script named dynu.sh
nano dynu.sh
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➢ Add this line to the dynu.sh script, changing HOST for the “Domain” you created on
the Dynu site, and IP_PASS with the “IP update password” you defined on the Dynu
site.
echo
url="https://api.dynu.com/nic/update?hostname=HOST&password=IP_PAS
S&myipv4=$(curl -s -4 ifconfig.co)&myipv6=$(curl -s -6
ifconfig.co) " | curl -k -o ~/dynudns/dynu.log -K -

Check that the command is written in only one line, and the hostname and password are
ok

Press CTRL+X to save, and Y to confirm saving the document, then ENTER to confirm the
filename
➢ Change the script permissions to 700
chmod 700 dynu.sh

➢ On the Raspberry Pi terminal, run the following command, to add the script to your
crontab
crontab -e

When you run this command for the first time, you must select your favorite text editor:
choose nano
➢ Paste the following line at the bottom of the text editor
*/5 * * * * ~/dynudns/dynu.sh >/dev/null 2>&1
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Press CTRL+X to save, and Y to confirm saving the document, then ENTER to confirm the
filename

Now you have a cronjob that runs every 5 minutes and will update your public IP on the Dynu
dDNS server. You can check on your Dynu subdomain, to see if the IP address changes in the
next 5 minutes.
If the IP doesn’t update, you can view the ~/dynudns/dynu.log file and check the error.
If you get badauth, it means you have supplied the wrong domain or IP update password.

3.3 SSL certificate issuing and renewal
To access the server using HTTPS, a valid SSL certificate is needed. To simplify the certificate
obtention and renewal, a certificate automation tool is needed. We will use the acme.sh
(ACME Shell script), which can obtain and renew certificates from various Certification
Authorities (CAs) and use several Challenge Types to confirm the domain ownership.

3.3.1 Install the acme.sh script to automate the certificate renewal
➢ Install the acme.sh script
cd ~
curl https://get.acme.sh | sh -s email=my@example.com

➢ After the installation, you must close the current terminal and reopen it to make the
alias take effect. Login again and run the following command
acme.sh --version

If you see the acme.sh version, the script is correctly installed, and you can proceed to
generate the certificate.
Note: If you have an old “ArdLAB” version you will need to update now the container.
cd ~/ardlab-setup
git pull
docker-compose down
docker-compose pull
docker-compose up --detach
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3.3.2 Generate the certificate for ArdLAB on private IP (using port forward)
If you have a private IP and created a Dynu dDNS record, you now need to generate the
certificate using a DNS challenge (if you have a public IP address, continue to section 3.3.3.).
On your home directory, run the following commands, replacing the ClientId and Secret
with your api keys, obtained on the Dynu “Manage Dynamic DNS Service” ➔ “api credentials”
(see Figure 3). You also need to replace the DOMAIN after the -d with your own Dynu dDNS
domain.
Note: You only need to export the credentials on the first run, because acme.sh stores the
keys on its configuration files.
➢ This configuration steps are presented on the acme.sh “How to use DNS API” page
(https://github.com/acmesh-official/acme.sh/wiki/dnsapi#24-use-dynu-api)
export Dynu_ClientId=xxxxxxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxxxxxxxxxx
export Dynu_Secret=yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
acme.sh --issue --dns dns_dynu -d DOMAIN \
--cert-file /home/pi/ardlab-setup/certs/cert.pem \
--key-file /home/pi/ardlab-setup/certs/key.pem \
--fullchain-file /home/pi/ardlab-setup/certs/fullchain.pem \
--reloadcmd "docker restart ardlab-setup_ardlab_1"

➢ After the command ends, you can check your issued certificates with the following
command
acme.sh –list

You can now continue to section 0.

3.3.3 Generate the certificate on ArdLAB with public IP
➢ To generate the certificate on the ArdLAB with public IP, you need to install the
socat
sudo apt install socat

➢ Then you need to allow socat to accept connections on restricted ports
sudo setcap 'cap_net_bind_service=+ep' /usr/bin/socat

➢ Finally, you can run the acme.sh to request for the new certificate. Don’t forget to
replace the DOMAIN after the -d with your own ArdLAB domain.
acme.sh --issue --standalone -d DOMAIN \
--cert-file /home/pi/ardlab-setup/certs/cert.pem \
--key-file /home/pi/ardlab-setup/certs/key.pem \
--fullchain-file /home/pi/ardlab-setup/certs/fullchain.pem \
--reloadcmd "docker restart ardlab-setup_ardlab_1"

➢ After the command ends, you can check your issued certificates with the following
command
acme.sh –list
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4 Add the ArdLAB to the Constellation
To add the ArdLAB to the Sys-Stem ArdLAB Constellation, you should follow these steps:
➢ Create an ArdLAB Constellation user account (only if you don’t have one)
➢ Add your ArdLAB to the Constellation (must be approved by the Constellation
administrator)
➢ Run the ArdLAB configuration
➢ Run the ArdLAB container
➢ Add sample sketches and test your ArdLAB in the Constellation Site

4.1 Configure the ArdLAB on the Constellation Hub
To add your ArdLAB to the Constellation Hub, you need to have an account and then add your
ArdLAB parameters to the hub.

4.1.1 Create an ArdLAB Constellation user account
➢ Access the SYS-STEM ArdLAB Constellation site (https://sys-stem.dei.isep.ipp.pt/)
➢ If you already have an account Login, otherwise, use the Sign-up button to create a
new user account.

4.1.2 Add your ArdLAB to the Constellation
➢ Select the “Add your ArdLAB” ➔ “Add you Laboratory to the Constellation” menu
option.
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➢ Fill the New ArdLAB form, use the hash created previously, and press the “Add
Laboratory” button

The Laboratory needs to be approved by one of the SYS-STEM Constellation administrators,
so before you can proceed with the following configuration, you need to wait for the
authorization (you will receive an email after the ArdLAB authorization).

4.2 Run the ArdLAB configuration
➢ Now we can edit the ArdLAB configuration file, to configure the ArdLAB DNS name,
port and camera
cd ~/ardlab-setup
sudo nano config/congif.cfg

➢ The following is an config.cfg sample with some of the most common
configurations
ARDLAB_HASH="a826b23115b84f0d8c0d040b89739b"
CONSTELLATION="https://sys-stem.dei.isep.ipp.pt:8080/api/lab/"
HOSTNAME="ardlab.myInstitution.com"
FORWARD_PORT=7575
# Camera connected to the RaspBerry PI, options are:
#
"pi"
- Use pi as video provider
#
"OpenCV" - Use OpenCV as video provider
#CAMERA_TYPE="pi"
CAMERA_TYPE="OpenCV"
OPENCV_CAMERA_SOURCE="0"

The parameters you can change are:
HOSTNAME – is the name you resgisterd on the DNS server for your ArdLAB
FORWARD_PORT – is the port you forward on your NAT router. You only need to
add this entry if the NAT router port is different from 7575
CAMERA_TYPE – use PI for the raspberry PI camera and OpenCV for an USB
camera
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➢ When the Laboratory is approved, you need to run again the container to “connect”
to the Constellation
docker-compose run --rm --entrypoint "python3 constellation.py"
ardlab

If the command succeeds, the following information is presented by the
constellation.py script

4.2.1 Run the ArdLAB container
➢ Finally, the ArdLAB container can be runned to serve the camera and the
programming API
docker-compose up --detach

The container will restart when the Raspberry PI starts or if the container webserver
crashes.
➢ If you need to stop the container, use the command:
docker-compose down

➢ If in the future you need to update the container, you must do (after bringing down
the container):
docker-compose pull

The update is silent and can take some minutes. After updating the container, you must run
the container again, using the first command in this section.
You can check if the ArdLAB is running, accessing the following link:
https://ArdLAB-DNS-Name:7575
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